
PureLine
A pure work of art





Teka
PureLine RS15 Sinks

Our sinks are manufactured in the same way as 

a chef pampers his recipes: with the very best 

ingredients, becoming the silent protagonist of 

the kitchen.
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PureLine



A clean design that embodies modernity.
Radius 15 makes cleaning and water evacuation easier.

A new SQ valve to gently cover the square basket waste, 
providing a refined and attactive touch in the kitchen.

An elegant design with more capacity. Its 20 cm deep 
bucket offers more possibilities, allows cleaning of any 
type of kitchenware, even the largest pots.

The entire range offers a lifetime warranty and makes 
50% less noise thanks to the new SilentSmart system.

PureLine, pure design and style.

A work of art
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Quality, technology and innovation
above all
Every day we work to better understand your needs and create new solutions to 
help, all by finding new possibilities in the kitchen. 



Quality, technology and innovation
above all

Teka devotes itself to

top quality
Teka sinks are manufactured in the 
same way a chef pefects his recipes: 
with the very best ingredients. 
The stainless steel used in the 
manufacturing of our sinks contains 
the necessary amounts of chromium 
and nickel to create a product that is 
extremely resistant to denting, noise 
and temperature changes

Made to last a lifetime!
The highest quality materials, together 
with the best design and functionality, 
make Teka sinks the silent protagonists 
in any kitchen.
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(*) Warranty only applicable for residential products. Fitting excluded. All product 
exchanges and returns requiere Teka’s express approval. Tap and acessories excluded.  



More than
just a sink
More than 90 years of experience in the 
manufacturing of sinks allows us to offer the best 
guarantee.
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Sinks with unlimited lifetime warranty

At Teka, we are so confident in our quality standards 
that we offer an unlimited lifetime warranty for all our 
stainless steel sinks.

Teka sinks are defined by their top quality, durability, 
extremely resistant austenitic stainless steel, 
ergonomic design, functionality and hassle free 
installation.

They are made in Europe and all our factories have the 
highest quality certifications and are environmentally 
friendly.

Visit teka.com for further info.





SilentSmart
The silent  
protagonist

50% less noise: 
maximum comfort and well-being

New PureLine Teka sinks are the best in their class.

They feature a design and low-noise component to make 
them extremely quiet due to reduced water noise by 
50%, ensuring your comfort and convenience all day.

SilentSmart, the best companion to enjoy silence.
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DIAMOND  
RS15 1B 1D 86

DIAMOND  
RS15 1B 1D 86 BLANCO

DIAMOND  
RS15 2B 86

DIAMOND  
RS15 2B 1D

Diamond



Discover all the
new possibilities

that the new range
of Diamond RS15 sinks
offers you to enjoy the

unforgettable moments in
your kitchen.

Black or White, one bowl, two bowls, one bowl and 
drainer… what is your choice?

Different shapes and sizes available to choose the 
best sink that suits your style.

With the same quality as a hob, the safety 
temperatures glass is resistant to impacts, high 

temperature and temperature changes.
Diamonds RS15 sinks are born with elegant and pure 

lines that offer a modern design. The straight lines 
aligned with the new automatic square-shaped SQ 

valve add personality to your kitchen.
without forgetting the tranquility offered by the 

lifetime warranty and the new SilentSmart system.

PureLine, pure design and style.

PureLine RS15
The jewel of the kitchen

The new Diamond RS15 sinks are the best solution to combine 
with the rest of Teka glass domestic appliances.
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FlexLinea, a new range of sinks that  
satisfies all tastes.

Teka has developed this new range of sinks taking into 
account the flexibility it offers. It has a wide variety of different 
compositions of sinks with various sizes, all with square-shaped 
SQ valve, offering a design in line with new trends.

A sink you can install in all kind of countertops thanks to its triple 
mount installation option: undermount, top mount or flush mount.

All the range comes with lifetime warranty and SilentSmart 
system which reduces water dripping sound by 50%. They are the 
best of their kind, the integrated manufacturing process stands 
for environmentally friendly and efficient production.

Enjoy the peacefulness offered by the lifetime warranty and the 
new SilentSmart system. PureLine, pure design and style.

PureLine RS15 
A new range with multiple 
possibilities
The new FlexLinea RS15 sinks offer distinction and 
versatility at all levels.



Undermount Flush mount Top mount  

FlexLinea
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More than just a sink
Zenit PureLine RS15 is not simply another range of sinks. It is a food preparation 
area with ergonomic accessories perfect to cut, wash, cook, serve, and… enjoy! Its 
new square-shaped SQ valve combines with the attractive straight lines that bring 
personality and design to your kitchen, with a profesional look and the peace of 
mind offered by the lifetime guarantee and the new SilentSmart system. 

Zenit RS15 Cooking Set
Teka ha developed an excluisve cooking set that includes ceramic dishes of different 
sizes suitable for ovens, microwaves and dishwashers that allow baking or serving 
meals directly to the table, all thanks to its elegant bamboo chopping board.

It offers, above all, maximum flexibility and comfort in the kitchen. The set is 
completed with a series of silicone lids that allow you to preserve food in the 
refrigerator or enjoy it at any other time.

Zenit has other optional accesories like the new square-designed inox soap dispenser 
and the inox colander that match perfectly with Teka sinks and help you to get things 
well organized.

PureLine, pure design and style.

Zenit



PureLine Zenit RS15
Multifunction workstation

The new Zenit RS15 sinks are distinguished by their versatility, and, 
above all, because they bring order in your kitchen.
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DIAMOND RS15 ZENIT RS15 FLEXILINEA RS15 

INSET UNDERMOUNT / TOP / FLUSH 

IN
ST

A
LL

AT
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N

90
80

60
50

45

PureLine RS15

DIAMOND RS15 1B 1D 86 AUTO

DIAMOND RS15 1B 1D 86 AUTO

DIAMOND RS15 2B 86 AUTO FLEXLINEA RS15 2B 740

FLEXLINEA RS15 71.40
DIAMOND RS15 2B 1D AUTO

ZENIT RS15 2B 86 AUTO  
ZENIT RS15 2B 86/ AUTO PRO

FLEXLINEA RS15 2B 580 FLEXLINEA RS15 50.40

FLEXLINEA RS15 45.40

FLEXLINEA RS15 40.40

FLEXLINEA RS15 34.40

FLEXLINEA RS15 27.40

ZENIT RS15 1B AUTO  
ZENIT RS15 1B AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 1B 1D L 86 AUTO 
ZENIT RS15 1B 1D L 86 AUTO PRO 

ZENIT RS15 1B 1D R 86 AUTO
ZENIT RS15 1B 1D R 86 AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 1B 1D L 78 AUTO 
ZENIT RS15 1B 1D L 78 AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 1B 1D R 78 AUTO
ZENIT RS15 1B 1D R 78 AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 2B 1D R AUTO
ZENIT RS15 2B 1D R AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 2B 1D L AUTO
ZENIT RS15 2B 1D L AUTO PRO

ZENIT RS15 11/2B 1D L AUTO   
ZENIT RS15 11/2B 1D L AUTO PRO 

ZENIT RS15 11/2B 1D R AUTO 
ZENIT RS15 11/2B 1D R AUTO PRO



FORLINEA RS15 

TOP / FLUSH 

BELINEA RS15 

UNDERMOUNT

PureLineRS15

FORLINEA RS15 2B 740 AUTO

FORLINEA RS15 2B 580 AUTO

FORLINEA RS15 50.40 AUTO FORLINEA RS15 50.40 

FORLINEA RS15 2B 580 

FORLINEA RS15 2B 740 

BELINEA RS15 2B 740

BELINEA RS15 2B 860

BELINEA RS15 71.40

BELINEA RS15 45.40

BELINEA RS15 40.40

BELINEA RS15 2B 580 BELINEA RS15 50.40

FORLINEA RS15 40.40 AUTO

BELINEA RS15 34.40 BELINEA RS15 27.40

BELINEA RS15 18.40
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www.teka.com


